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SMILE by TANIA

INSTRUCTION
This project is composed by 4 parts of recycle cardboard embed-
ded among them to create a central place where insert a plastic 
tube for flowers.

I cut 8 rectangular 12x12,5 cm and 4 more of 4x12,5 cm using 
a white rough sheets of about 220 grams. For each of them I 
created a background and I decorated them differently. For some 
I put with the spatula the glossy gel to create a waterproof and 
glossy texture (1) and then once dried, I sprayed the Grey Ink 
Extreme in Kraft sheet and diluted with water creating little drops (2).

At this point, I dip the paper into the spots, drying well every step 
before dipping once more, until I reached the desired effect. 
I did the same process diluting the Wisteria Chalk Colour (3) 
obtaining a great effect giving by the light colour created in 
contrast with Grey colour. 

I created the backgrounds, I mixed the Neutral Gesso and the 
Wisteria Chalk Colour and for others I added the Lilac Light Brilli 
using this mixture to give a material and bright effect to put on 
stencils by spatula (4).

For black spots, instead, I diluted the Black Gesso and using a small 
brush, I squirted the sheets (5). 

To finish I decorated the photos, using the heart and writing die 
cuttings and I put a flower in the plastic tube. 

www.tommyart.it

Material
Limited edition Tommy Art by Tania
Wisteria Chalk Colour code SH01L

White Chalk Colour code SH110
Grey Ink Extreme code IK910
Violet Ink Extreme code IK510
Lilac Light Brilli code LL500
Glossy Gel code GE430
Black Gesso code AS065
Neutral Gesso code AS075
Stencil Texture mix 1 code SMX812
Circles Stencil code SMX808
Nordic Style Stencil code SP290
Metal Palette Knife code MS200

Recycle cardboards
Rough white papers
Black paper 
Heart die cutting 
Happy Smile and wonderful die cuttings
Brown tape to cover borders 
Black Gel Pen 
Kraft Sheet
Water Spray
Plastic tube of 12 cm x 2 cm diameter 
4 photos of 5x7,5 cm 
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